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Strategic Initiative:   Network Nebrsaka                   Action Item# 2
“The Education Council, OCIO/NITC staff, and Network Nebraska support staff will 
sufficiently and appropriately communicate to, and in support of, current and potential 
Network Nebraska Participants.”

No Changes

Deliverables:
communication strategy; conduct periodic participant survey No Changes

Proposed New Action Items
Proposed Strategic 

Initiative (Drop 
Down)

Proposed Deliverables

Here are the committee notes. We have some recommendations that require others to 
help.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WBjo9xgsd25uhd5jdgjgSf-
OsOj011ER_Knpcj6w0ZM/edit?usp=sharing
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Strategic Initiative:   Digital Education                   Action Item# 1
Help ensure the success of Nebraska digital education No Changes

Deliverables:
inventory current use, future promotion of effective practices, connect 
constituencies to promote improvement

Amend

inventory current use, future promotion of effective 
practices, connect constituencies to promote improvement, 
establish a common definition of digital education that 
applies to a broad range of constituents, determine 
factors relevant to measuring the success of digital 
education

Strategic Initiative:   Digital Education                  Action Item# 2
Expand awareness and address the need for equity of access as it relates to digital 
education No Changes

Deliverables:
inventory current use, future promotion of effective practices, connect 
constituencies to promote improvement

Amend
inventory current use, future promotion of effective 
practices, connect constituencies to promote improvement, 
address professional development for teachers broadly 
and collaboratively, focus on affordability initiatives 

Proposed New Action Items Proposed Strategic Initiative (Drop Down) Proposed Deliverables
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Strategic Initiative:   Network Nebraska               Action Item# 1
Prepare for the future of Network Nebraska as a statewide, secure, multipurpose, 
high capacity, scalable telecommunications network that shall meet the demands 
of state agencies, local governments, and educational entities as defined in 
section 79-1201.01 Amend

Prepare Develop a comprehensive plan for the future of Network Nebraska as 
Nebraska's telecommunications infrastructure, designed to be a statewide, secure, 
multipurpose, high-capacity, and scalable network that shall meet the demands will 
effectively address the needs of state agencies, local governments, and educational 
institutions as defined in section 79-1201.01.

Deliverables:
liaison with NNAG and CAP to provide insight and guide decision-making 
regarding services, and associated business models Amend

Liaison with Nebraska State Unicameral, NNAG, CAP, and Core Partners to provide 
insight and guide decision-making regarding services, identified Intiatives and 
associated business models.

Strategic Initiative:   Network Nebraska               Action Item# 3
Identify needs and deliver advanced services to Network Nebraska members, 
including security, cloud computing, and education infrastructure, to meet the 
growing needs of its membership

Amend
Enhance Network Nebraska's services to effectively meet the diverse needs of its 
members by providing advanced offerings such as security solutions, cloud computing 
capabilities, and robust educational infrastructure. By prioritizing member needs and 
deploying advanced services in security, cloud computing, and education 
infrastructure, Network Nebraska can effectively support its membership base and 
drive innovation and efficiency across the network ecosystem.

Deliverables:
develop strategies for the delivery of advanced services; incorporate developed 
strategies into the Network Nebraska business model; implement additional value-
add services Amend

Develop strategies for the delivery of advanced services advanced service delivery, 
incorporate developed strategies integrate them into the Network Nebraska's 
business model, and implement additional value-added services to enhance offerings, 
membership growth, and membership satisfaction.

Proposed New Action Items Proposed Strategic 
Initiative (Drop 

Down)
Proposed Deliverables

Statewide Coverage: Ensure seamless coverage across all regions of Nebraska to facilitate reliable connectivity statewide.
Security: Implement robust security measures to safeguard sensitive data and communications exchanged within the network.
Multipurpose Functionality: Design the network to support a wide range of applications and services to meet the diverse needs of state agencies, local governments, and educational entities.
High Capacity: Build a network infrastructure with substantial bandwidth capacity to accommodate current and future data demands.
Scalability: Plan for scalability to accommodate growth and evolving technology requirements over time.
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Strategic Initiative:   Network Nebraska               Action Item# 4
Promote the adoption of statewide cybersecurity practices for Nebraska K-20 
education Amend

Promote the adoption of statewide cybersecurity practices 
for Nebraska K-20 education

Deliverables:

promote cybersecurity best practices within K-20 community; encourage 
participation in cyber-related industry events to spread education/awareness Amend

promote establish recommendations for cybersecurity 
best practices within K-20 community; encourage 
participation in cyber-related industry events to spread 
education/awareness

Proposed New Action Items
Proposed Strategic 

Initiative (Drop 
Down)

Proposed Deliverables

Communicate recommended statewide cybersecurity practices for Nebraska K-
20 education Security

Leverage available resources to reach as many 
stakeholders as possible
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